
India is well equipped to
combat the impact of swine
flu?
a) Yes b) No c) Can’t say

To vote, log on to
www.theglobaltimes.in

Status of the week
Anchored one last time for the
Amity Youth Fest.. some of the best
college memories here at Amity! A
huge thanks to all my friends for
making my last fest memorable.

Kritika Khanna, ASET, AUUP
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No winter. No bread and butter!
No need to re-read, you read it correctly. This season
brings livelihood for many who are dependent on the sea-
sonal winter industries like the woollen industry, the hand-
loom industry (where your quilts come from), the
industries manufacturing heaters & geysers and even the
tourism industry to a great extent. An increase in the de-
mand for these goods makes way for additional revenue
generation by these units and increased employment op-
portunities. Absence of winters will lead to an economic
collapse of these industries with many losing their jobs. So
think about your ‘peanut-walla’ who already works for
peanuts. And will making chikki remain a job as sweet as
the chikki itself? And what about those who bring the
Pashmeena shawls all the way from Kashmir? 

No winter. No seal, penguin & polar bear!
Polar bears are habitual of living in the cold. No snow
means no polar bears. Do we say more? Those cute ani-
mals with innocent faces, who wants them to die? But the
matter is far beyond our reach now. Global warming
causes increase in temperatures, thus, melting snow and
destroying their habitats. And not just the polar bears, the
arctic seals, penguins and a vast variety of flora and fauna

will be endangered too. With fluctuating temperature and
no place to raise their young ones, these animals might
suffer the fate of dinosaurs. The cutest of them all will be
left only in DVD’s of Ice Age.

No winter. A joy hinderer!
The joys of winters are innumerable. From the hot cup of
morning tea to the bonfire dinners, we love them all. So
just imagine the world without winters. Dreading the very
thought, aren’t you? And for Delhites, who are humans-
turned-roasted chicken for most part of the year, the pain
will be unimaginable. It would mean saying goodbye to
the colourful caps, stylish sweaters, cosy quilts, those
sunny Sunday soccer sessions and most of all, the chilly
breeze after the fall. You wouldn’t really enjoy those
fancy, rooftop eating joints anymore. Winter would take
away with it our lovely snowman, the pleasure of reading
under the sun, the fun of throwing snowballs at each other
and also our dearest Santa (Santa’s sleigh works only on
ice and the last time we checked, he did not have a car).
Heartbreaking reality, isn’t it? Can we at last try to retain
the winter bliss for the years  to come or have we done
enough harm already? Ponder. G  T

Planning a trip to Manali to
experience the delight of
snowfall? Want to enjoy your

hot chocolate while you snuggle
inside your quilt? Planning a
soccer match in the sunny
neighbourhood? Well, do it all now,
for the snow may disappear, the
quilt might not be needed and the
warmth of the sun might become a
pain. Mrinal Wahal & Saumya
Kalia, AIS Vas 6, XI, tell you how
global warming/climate change  is
sure to take away your winter
festivities in the years to come.

Retreat of the 
winter treat

Global warming causes increase
in temperatures, thus, melting

snow and destroying their
habitats. And not just the

polar bears, the arctic seals, 
the penguins and a vast variety

of flora and fauna will be
endangered  with this drastic

climate change.

The Youth Power team of AIS Gur 46 meet up with Gaurav Sawant, deputy editor, Headlines
Today, to sensitise on the social cause of ‘Physical and mental health of the aged’

Happy & healthy hundred

Illustration: Ravinder Gusain, GT Network

When you meet a young spirited journal-
ist, old age and retirement are perhaps
the last things you expect him to talk

about. But some people are different. Gaurav
Sawant, a leading journalist, with over 16 years
of experience is one of them. Read on as he talks
about the plight of the elderly in an attempt to
sensitise on the social cause of ‘Health of senior
citizens’; an issue often conveniently ignored
by a nation with the highest youth population 

What is the kind of treatment you ex-
pect in your old age, given the cur-
rent scenario of most of the aged
being deprived of their expec-
tations?
I believe in ageing gracefully
and backing off when it’s
time for the next generation
to take over. Honestly, I
don’t expect anything from
my children. I want to be
independent till my last
breath and grow a happy,
healthy hundred. 

Your profession as a
journalist, opens you to
a wide variety of experi-
ences. Are there any spe-

cial stories or encounters
with the old that you would
like to share?
Something that always moves
me is the sacrifice parents have
had to make, when they have a
single child and that one child

chooses to join the army. They give away everything
they have, and their yield isn’t theirs but that of the
country’s. Their emotions and lives after their child has
lost his/her life while serving their nation moves me
every time. 
However, I recall one incident in particular that left an
indelible impression on me. Once when I was in Den-
mark, I met this old lady in a restaurant who sat down
in front of me and started talking to me. After some
time as I got up to leave, she asked me to speak to her

for ten more minutes. I agreed and later when I was
leaving, she gave me money and said that the money
was in lieu of chatting with her. That moved me be-
yond bounds; it made me realise how lonely the eld-
erly feel. 

Talking of loneliness amongst the aged, it is being
considered as one of the most prominent reasons of
growing mental diseases amongst the elderly. What is
your take on the same?
One of the most important factors that attribute to lone-
liness amongst the elderly is the busy and hectic sched-
ules that young people lead today. However, having
said that, I feel that a busy lifestyle is not a hurdle when
you feel deeply for your parents. Are you madly in love
with your parents? If the answer is yes, then no matter,
how busy you are, you will always manage to take out
time for them. While the younger brigade needs to en-
sure that they spend some quality time with their par-
ents, it is the duty of us adults to impart the right values
in our children as they are growing up. Only values can
ensure a generation, and hence, a society that will take
care of its senior citizens. 

People often have special plans, reserved only for
their old age. What is something special you would
look forward to doing in your old age?
Giving back to the society from which I have taken so
much. It could be teaching in my old age or charity. I
look forward to withdrawing myself, but still working
productively, except that the yield will be for  society.
(The interview was conducted by ‘Adventage’, the
Youth Power team of AIS Gurgaon 46 working for
the cause ‘Physical and mental health of the aged’

as a part of their ‘Happy and healthy hundred’
campaign. The initiative is aimed at promoting the

health of senior citizens). 

G  T

Gaurav Sawant with Youth Power team

Rapid Fire
Favourite example of a “Retired But Not Tired”
personality- My father: Retd. Brigadier Sawant
One thing you would do for the aged if you could, right
now- Communicate with them
One thing you would wish for your future old self-
Happiness and health.
One thing you would add from your younger self to your
older self- Energy 
One inevitable thing you would subtract from your
future old self- Medical problems





The fashion show and the western dance
performances were great. It was great fun watching
these events.
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Send your answers to The Global Times, E-26, Defence
Colony,  New Delhi - 24  or e-mail your answer at

brainleaks@theglobaltimes.in

Name:...................................................

Class:...................................................

School:................................................

Amity Institute
for Competitive 
Examinations

Presents

FOR CLASS XI-XII
Brainleaks-133

Ans: Brainleaks 132: (c) 6-10 neck
canal cells and 6 vertical rows of
neck cells

Last Date: 
Mar 3, 2015

correct entries win 
attractive prizes3

Nyaynaman, the socially conscious theatre group of Amity Instt of Forensic
Sciences, raises awareness on social issues through this innovative mediun

Drama for a cause
Rational numbers λ and µ are chosen
at random from the interval [0, 2)

that can be written as fractions
where m and n are integers with
1≤ n ≤ 5. The probability that

(cos(λπ)+isin(µπ))4 is a real
number is

With a view to inculcate the
very basics of good
governance and it’s

practical applicability in the
students, AIESR & AICC observed
Good Governance Day to mark the
90th birthday of former prime
minister, Atal Bihari Vajpayee.
An oratory competition on the
theme, ‘Use of Technology and In-
novation in Promotion of Good Gov-
ernance’, was held on the day. 16
students from AIESR and 2 students

from Amity Institute of Social Sci-
ences (AISS) participated in the
competition. Each student was given
a time duration of three minutes to
air his or her views on the subject.
Bhavana Sharma, Faculty, Amity
Instt of Social Sciences; Prof (Dr)

Venus Jain, AISS and Dr Shuchi Ag-
garwal, Faculty, AIESR presided
over the event as judges.
The programme commenced with
the welcome address by Prof Kanwal
Bawa Bhalla, HOI, AICC & AIESR.
She laid emphasis on the accounta-
bility and responsibility that comes
along with the concept of good gov-
ernance. This was followed by an ad-
dress by Prof (Dr) Nirupama
Prakash, HOI, AISS, who spoke on
a government that runs on values. 
Ruchika Mattu of AIESR and Akan-
sha Bhardwaj of AISS won the first
and the second prize respectively in
the competition. G  T

Amity University Lucknow Campus

Lama Abbas, ASCO
Sudheer Sandra, AIBAS

A24 member delegation
from Jagiriti Club, com-
prising aspiring lawyers,

engineers, social workers, archi-
tects, visited Aastha (an old age
home) and Gangotri Sishu Garh
(children’s orphanage). They share
their experience ...

Of undying faith
At the age old home, we were greeted
warmly.  It was quite invigorating to
see all the elderly so jovial and brim-
ming with life. The passion in their
eyes to do things they had never done
before was hard to miss. Their tearful
eyes and wrinkled faces spoke vol-
umes about their lives. The best mo-

ment of the visit was the interaction
we had with them. We tried our best
to entertain them well and make them
smile with joy. 
It was wonderful to know that our
presence could bring a smile to their
faces. We will forever cherish the
memories of the day. 

Of gratefulness 
At Gangotri Sishu Garh, every kid
seemed thrilled to sing songs with us
and dance along with us, as was visi-
ble in their bright smiles. We spent
time with the children, sharing ration
with them and thanking God in our
hearts for being kind to us. 

Of kindness 
In the wake of the Republic Day, we
(40 students) also donated blood on
January 25 to the army men at
Command Hospital, in order to pay
homage to the bravehearts who
protect our nation heroically. We were
lauded for our efforts.G  T

Amity Instt of English Studies & 
Research & Amity Instt of Corp Comm

About Jagriti 
The inception of Jagriti Club, on
December 24, by the students of
Amity University Lucknow, is a
resolve to rekindle lives that starve
from the existential minimal
requisites. Consisting of a core
committee of students, Jagiriti
organises philanthropic events to
make a contribution to the society
by being change agents.

A step towards humanity

Good governance day 

The Jagriti Club Members

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Amity Riding Academy 

Students of Amity Riding Acad-
emy emerged victorious at the

Horse Show organised at the Excel-
lentia Equitation Centre, Vasant
Kunj. The students bagged 12
medals in all (1 gold & 2 silver by
Abhivir Singh; 1 silver & 1 bronze
by Sukriti Singh; 1 silver & 2 bronze
by Aryan Kumar & 2 bronze by
Aranjay Chaudhary. Manya Singh (1
silver & 1 bronze) thanked her
coaches for the achievement.

Stealing
the show

Amity Instt of Forensic Sciences

Rohan Kapoor, AIFS

All for a cause
Nyaynaman, the dramatics group of
Amity University is a theatre group with
a difference. The prime objective of the
group is its sincere attempt to pick up the
challenges of the contemporary society
and present them through the   medium
of  theatre in a meaningful manner. Re-
cently, the group performed a skit on the
cause of dyslexic and mentally disturbed
children that sensitised people towards
this issue.

What’s in name? 
Everything!

The name of the theatre group ‘Nyayna-
man’ comes from two words namely
Nyay and Naman. While the former
translates to justice, the latter means
peace. Together, the name Nyaynaman
means- just society automatically har-
bours a peaceful society. 

Achievements 
The team won third position in a skit
competition held by Amity Law School
Noida, titled ‘Delhi Darshan’, which
was about bringing out both the good
side and the bad side of the city of Delhi.
The team recently performed a Moot
Court in which they enacted the murder

mystery behind actor Jiah Khan’s
suicide. All the best to the team for their
future endeavours!

Meet the team
The credit for initiating the idea of con-
stituting Nyaynaman rests with AIFS

faculty members, Biswa Prakash and Hi-
manshu Khajuria. The group, headed  by
team leaders Manish and Jeet Rachh
comprises several people including ac-
tors, script writers, backstage helpers,
light & sound managers, photographers.
Senior team members namely Rohan

Kapoor, Aparna Singh and Abhishek
Singh take upon the responsibility to
teach the junior members important
acting skills, stage positioning and
dialogue delivery. The scriptwriters
include Abhaas Arora, Pragya Bhardwaj
and Saurabh.G  T

Team Nyaynaman 

Institute: National Law University, Delhi
Courses: B.A, LLB (Hons.) Five Year Prog
Eligibility: 10+2 or equivalent examination
with 50% marks. The candidates appearing in
the class 12 examination in March/ April 2015
can also apply.
The candidates have to appear in the AILET and
fulfill the eligibility criteria as mention on the
website.
Last date for submission of online applications:
Apply only online through: up to April 7, 2015
Entrance Examination: All India Law Entrance
Test (AILET) to be conducted on May 3, 2015
Website: http://nludelhi.admissionhelp.com

http://www.nludelhi.ac.in

Institute: National Council of Hotel Manage-
ment and Catering Technology (Under Ministry
of Tourism, Government of India)
Courses: B.Sc. (Hospitality and Hotel Admin-
istration)
Eligibility:NCHM Joint Entrance Examination
(JEE) 2015-16
��A pass in 10+2 system of senior secondary ex-
amination or its equivalent with English as one
of the subjects. Candidate must have passed
English as a subject of study (core/elective/func-
tional) in the qualifying examination. 
��Those appearing in 10+2 or equivalent exam-
ination can also appear in JEE 2015 on provi-
sional basis. Provisional admission will stand
cancelled if proof of having passed the qualify-
ing examination (10+2 or its equivalent) is not
submitted at the time of counselling or at the
time of admission or latest by 30-09-2015.
Application form: Available Online – Decem-
ber 10, 2014 to April 6, 2015
Last date for receiving completed application
forms:April 6, 2015
Entrance Examination: NCHM JEE 2015
written examination – April 25, 2015
Website: http://www.nchm.nic.in/
https://applyadmission.net/nchmjee2015/

Taruna Barthwal,
Manager, Amity Career

Counselling & Guidance Cell

Scholastic Alerts

For any query, write to us at careercounselor@amity.edu
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Men
Ill- fitted clothes: Let’s accept it, only
great wizards like Dumbledore and
Gandalf look good in those oversized
clothes. The right fit is important and
more so in the case of a suit. An ill-fit-
ted one would look like it has been
borrowed or a very cheap one.
Improper tie-length: A tie should al-
ways end at the centre of the belt
buckle. Having a tie too short or too
long is a clear sign of carelessness. So
you either wear it the right way or you
don’t wear it at all.
Wrong colours: It’s important to
match the colour of your shirt with
your skin tone. You don’t want your
shirt to take away all the attention from
you! If you have dark skin, you can
sport dark colours. If your skin is fair,
light colours are sure to flatter your
face and complexion.
Branding: No matter which designer
label you are wearing, flaunting the
brand with the labels on, is not a cool
thing to do. There is no need to walk
around advertising different brands.
Wrinkled clothes: The worn wrinkles
are cool, even James Bond sports
them. But the unironed wrinkles are a
big no. Smart is the rule of the thumb.
Hence, iron your clothes and go the
smart way.

Women
Sloppy clothing: Most women and
girls think drowning themselves in
layers of clothes will help them hide
this flab. The fact is that wearing those
extra layers of clothes is likely to make
you look bulkier. So please get rid of
that extra burden and let your body
breathe for a change.
Counterfeit handbags and sun-
glasses: Counterfeits are a big no! You
can manage to look like a diva without
those fake French or Italian brands. So
let’s try making our original style
statement and do away with fake stuff.
Extra colours on your face and
body:Maintaining the right balance of
colours in your look is a must. While
multi-coloured prints are in, you need
to accessorise subtly. The right balance
of colours and wearing your makeup
as per the occasion is the mantra.
Dressing outside your age: Act your
age. There is nothing wrong in a
fifteen year old dressing like one, but
do not dress to look ten years younger.
Appropriate shoes: If you can’t walk
around in 6-inch heels, don’t.After all,
who wouldn’t want to avoid wobbling
or an embarrassing fall! You can
always look trendy and keep your feet
comfortable at the same time.Also, let
your shoes suit the season.

Lakshita Handa, AIS Saket, XII F

Areyou tired of finishing lengthy
homework assignments? Are
submission deadlines and up-

coming exams giving you nightmares?
Fear not! Here are some simple yet ef-
fective stress- busting tips which are
sure to leave you rejuvenated.
Take a walk: Exercise in any form is
known to reduce stress. So just step out-
side the four walls of your house and
take a small walk down the road while
you unleash the joys of nature.A relaxed
mind is a guarantee!
Call a friend: Talking to a friend is a
therapy that most of us believe in.We all
have that one friend who brings a smile
to our face. So why not just give them a
ring? A five minute conversation with
your bestie is likely to calm you down
or perhaps perk you up.
Deep breathing: Just close your eyes,
block out the surroundings and take a
few deep breaths. Feel the stress going
out and the positivity coming in.
Pen your feelings: Simply jotting down
your feelings on a piece of paper can
leave you feeling a lot more relaxed. Just

grab a piece of paper and vent out all
your worries and exasperation.
Turn on some music: Music is
considered to be one of the perfect
stressbusters as it helps you get in
touch with your inner self. Grab your
headphones and listen to your
favourite melody. You will be
surprised to see the wonders that
music can do for you.
Positive self talk: It is fine to treat
yourself with some positive self
talk after a stressful day. Just be
your best friend and talk to your-
self for once. Statistics show that
motivating self talk boosts one’s
confidence, leaving him/her feel-
ing more secure and relaxed.
Dance away your blues:Dance
is a great stress reliever as it
helps channelise your energy ef-
ficiently. And you do not have
to be MJ or JLo to do that.
The stupidest of your moves
are likely to make you feel
more lively and confident.
Put on your dancing
shoes and say “bye
bye stress.” G T

Dear stress,
let’s break up!

Prachet Varma, IX B &
Raghav Varma, VII M, AIS Noida

First Person

January 27, 2015 was a red letter
day for us. It was a day when our
parents allowed us to take leave

from school. The reason: we were spe-
cial invitees to the address of the US
President Barack Obama, being held at
Siri Fort auditorium.
Upon reaching the venue, we had to go
through several security checks. The
carnival-like atmosphere was conta-
gious and we could not wait to be in-
side the auditorium. To our great
excitement, we were seated behind
Nobel Laureate Kailash Satyarthi. It
was surely our lucky day. The down-
to-earth Nobel Prize winner, who was
at the event with the children rescued
by his NGO ‘Bachpan Bachao An-
dolan’ came to us when he saw us tak-
ing his pictures. “Beta, saath mein
picture leni hai?” he asked. When we

nodded excitedly, he obliged and gave
us a souvenir of a lifetime in the form
of a picture with him.
The air turned electrifying with the
entry of the First Lady of the United
States, seated just a row ahead of us,
followed by the President of the United
States. We almost jumped in our seats
with exhilaration! Barack Obama
spoke about the importance of educa-
tion in a person’s life. He elaborated
how he and the First Lady, who come
from very humble backgrounds, had
moved ahead in life with persistence
and discipline. When the speech got
over, we got a chance to shake hands
with them. The First Lady was very
kind and asked us if we had heard the
President’s speech. When we cho-
rused, “Yes,” she replied, “We are
counting on you.” We found ourselves
beaming from ear to ear with a height-
ened sense of responsibility.
This meeting was a once-in-a-
lifetime experience for us and we hope
to live up to their expectations.

Being in the same
room as the US
President, the First
Lady of US and a
Nobel Laureate is a
memory that will stay
with us forever...

As stress becomes synonymous with
life during exam days, knowing how to
deal with it is a must. Here’s how...

POTUS, FLOTUS
and us!
POTUS, FLOTUS
and us!

The highlight of the fest was the amazing
crowd that was always very enthusiastic.
It was fun being a part of this crowd.

JJaayy,,  BB..  TTeecchh

Fashion blunders are a common sight. While some fashion
mistakes are acceptable and easy to digest, there are others
that can give you nightmares. Akshara S, AIS Vas 6, XII

brings you some basic fashion rules to help you steer clear of the
embarrassment that comes with the fashion faux pas.

I think 
vertical stripes
make you look 

slimmer

Keep calm and avoid 
fashion blunders

Imaging: Pankaj Mallik, GT Network
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Editorial

The folk dance performances especially the
performance of ‘Khalsa Warriors’ was the best.
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“I’m not telling you it is going to be easy. I’m
telling you it’s going to be worth it.”

Art Williams

If there’s one thing students of
all age groups love to avoid -
it’s examinations. Rare will be
a child who would welcome
the month of February with
open arms, as more often than
not, this month spells exams -
in bold. On the other end of
the spectrum are examiners,

teachers and academicians, who aren’t particu-
larly excited either. With the pressure of making
papers and corrections looming large, it’s a cru-
cial time for them as well. However, if there is
anything that accrues the most amount of joy and
satisfaction to both the stakeholders, it’s exami-
nations. It is this much-dreaded-word that de-
fines the fruit of the examinee’s year long labour.
Similarly, nothing is more ecstatic for teachers
than seeing their students ace their papers. 
My dear Amitians, it’s time to calm your frayed
nerves with thorough preparation, a focussed
mind and unwavering dedication. It’s time to
conquer your inner demons with the three R’s-
remembrance, recall and retention. It’s time to
reap the fruits of all the classes you attended, all
the notes you made, all the experiments you un-
dertook and all the hard work you have done
throughout the year. Just give it all your earnest
efforts, and I’m very sure each one of you will
come up trumps. Just win over that exam; give
it your best shot. 
Here’s wishing all my students and teachers the
very best for the forthcoming examinations! I’m
confident, you both will do well.G  T

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson

Win over
that exam!
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The Amity Youth Fest is constituted to bring to-
gether the power of youth as the world is looking
up to them with great expectations. Every student
selected to represent his or her institute in vari-
ous events therefore has great responsibilities.

Mr Atul Chauhan, Chancellor, AUUP

This issue of The Global
Times is a refreshing change,
before we break for the Board
Exams. The picturesque
splash of Amity Youth Fest on
the centre spread is sure to
catch your attention. The fest
has moved on from being a
mere entertainment or a plat-

form to showcase budding talent. Today, AYF is
steadily reframing itself with the changing times
to include topics of social relevance. This dis-
tinguished platform highlights the awakening of
the youth to their milieu.
Why just college? The youth leave no chance to
learn, given an opportunity at any level. Be it the
Youth Power team of AIS Gurgaon 46 working
for the cause of ‘Senior Citizens’ interacting
with TV anchor Gaurav Sawant (read Page 1) to
spread awareness or the little Gurashima visit-
ing a radio station to (page 12) learn how to be
a responsible RJ; they seem truly charged.
When I recently watched a play scripted and di-
rected by AIS Saket alumnus Surabhi Dogra ti-
tled ‘Keh Do Usse’ staged at IHC as Best of
Collegiate Theatre- An Old World Culture Pres-
entation on incidents inspired by real-world hap-
penings of Kashmir, it left me thinking. I
wondered how the youth can see so deep into
human hearts. The answer surely lies in the
seeds sown early at Amity. G  T

Dear Editor,
I am delighted to have worked closely
with The Global Times to cover the
coveted Amity Youth Fest. I have
earned amazing work experience dur-
ing the three-day fest. 
Manish Murthy, Amity School of
Engineering & Technology

G  T

Vira Sharma
Managing Editor

Charge of
the Youth

Write to us at editor@theglobaltimes.in

Kashish Minocha, AIS Saket, Alumnus 

As per all-India statistics, the number of
major crimes against women reduced from
1,33,000 in 2004 to approximately 30,000

in 2010. Do laws have no role at all in this reduction
of crime rate? 
Laws are the only means of preventing crime as
they induce fear in the perpetuator. Laws help de-
fine what constitutes a crime. Yes, all laws do not
deter criminals, but to some extent, they prevent a
crime from happening. Agreed, the situation of
women in our country is poor in many ways, but
wouldn’t it be worse if laws for their protection did
not exist at all? Many more women would have
been facing injustice and the perpetuators of crime
would have been walking around freely, without the
fear of being brought to book. What would have
happened if laws did not exist? There would be an-
archy and the society would be nothing less than a
chaotic mess. Thus, laws are extremely important
for an organised society where justice prevails. For
instance, the Protection of Women from Domestic
Violence Act 2005 has helped bring down the cases
of domestic violence drastically. 
So, I would like to conclude by asking, are the laws
at fault or is it their ineffective implementation that
is to be blamed? In fact, according to a report from
10 countries, 59-95 % of women do not even report
cases of violence or abuse against them. So, are the
laws really ineffective? Think again. G  T

Tarini Sharma, AIS Saket, X B

Music is to our soul what food
is to our body. Music makes
the soul dance and the heart

sing. Music moves us and soothes us. It
stimulates. It makes us feel happy or
sad, inspired or uplifted. It can be ex-
quisitely subtle or wildly raucous: from
a lullaby, to a war cry for revolution.

Music is more than what we hear: Al-
though music can be defined in mecha-
nistic terms as merely vibrations that
are detected and assimilated by the
brain into what we hear, that is still only
half the story as there is another side to
music which invokes the spiritual side
in us. It is universal and freely evolving.
Music tells stories, breaks hearts, re-
duces us to tears, makes us fall in love
and even makes us laugh over & over
again. Music is a universal language. It
is a vehicle of the spirit.

Music is all around us: Music is na-
ture, from the sound of the waterfalls
and raindrops, to the chirping birds,
from fast blowing winds, to the rustling
of the leaves, the mighty waves of the
sea and the deafening claps of thunder.
Music is all around us, from the gentle
heartbeat of a new born child to the sol-
diers marching to a raging war. From a
single pencil stroke to tapping on a key-
board, it is all music.

Music is the connecting chord: Music
connects people. As Hans Christian 
Andersen said, “Where words fail,
music speaks.” Music brings people
closer to each other in a way that
nothing else can. Music does not
discriminate. It transcends all
boundaries based on racial or religious
discrimination. It does not differentiate
between a man or a woman, the poor or
the rich. So just let your mind flow with
the music. G  T

Saayansh Ahuja, AIS Vas 6,VIII

One day Guru Nanak ji visited a
village along with his followers

where people were rude, inhos-
pitable, selfish and always fighting
amongst themselves. To his devo-
tees’ surprise, he blessed the vil-
lagers and asked them to be where
they are and not to leave the place. 

Next day, Guru Nanak ji visited an-
other village, where the villagers
were kind hearted and hospitable. He
blessed them and said, “Get uprooted
and spread.” His followers were con-
fused and surprised. They  asked  the
reason for his advice. 
Guru Nanak ji replied, “If wicked
people move from place to place,
they have a bad influence on others.

But if good people move to various
parts of the country, they spread hap-
piness and goodwill.”
Guru Nanak ji’s teachings are rele-
vant even today. These days, people
lose their temper over small things.
It’s important that people around us
be kind hearted, helpful, polite, pa-
tient and help make the world a bet-
ter place to live in. 

Pondering over whether laws are effective to curb the upsurge of crime...

Laws are deterrent to 
violence against women

Labanya Maitra, AIS Saket, Alumnus 

New Delhi has been often termed as the
“Rape Capital” of South Asia. The statis-
tics are on a terrifying rise. The penalty for

rape is 7-10 years in prison. But when we look at
the rising number of such crimes, the laws do not
seem to be efficient at all.
Let us talk about the Sharia law, for instance. Rape
is punishable by death in Sharia law. However, in
most cases, rapists get away due to the victim lack-
ing four male witnesses making the law ineffective.
Also, when it comes to violence against women,
doesn’t it include female infanticide and female
foeticide as well? Yes, there are laws against these
but are they being implemented? In big cities like,
Chandigarh, Delhi and NCR, the ratio is just 800
girls to a 1000 boys. And in areas like Daman and
Diu, the number of girl child goes down to 600.
Laws do not seem to be making a difference. 
The punishment for domestic violence is imprison-
ment for up to three years and a fine. Yet, female
victims of domestic violence hardly ever report it
to the police or other officials for fear of being sub-
jected to even more violence and worse living con-
ditions. Do the laws help them in any way? No.
Most men who carry out these acts believe that laws
are meant to be broken. They do not fear them and
are certainly not deterred. It is rightly said, “when
men are pure, laws are useless. And when men are
corrupt, laws are broken.”G  T

FOR AGAINST

The song of the soul
Music expresses that which cannot be put into words but cannot remain silent
either. Music is a friend, a companion and sometimes even our support system

Pearls of wisdom GT M@il

Muse
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Amitians and fest hoppers
were treated to different

traditional Indian dances
across India at the folk dance
competition, Rang Raise.
Colleges from all over Delhi
competed at this event. The
contestants came decked up
in their finest traditional
outfits and gave their best
performances, as they were

competing for a cash prize of Rs
21,000. Bhangra roused spirits with
live dhol and singing. The Himachali
and Maharashtrian traditional dance
won many hearts. Some dared to go a
step ahead with remarkable stunts
and acrobats. AMaharashtrian dance
featuring Lord Krishna and a chariot
with its interesting formations
impressed everyone.G T

Rang Raise

Antaragni, the nukkad natak competition was a
visual treat that entertained the masses while

sending out a strong message. No wonder then that
a crowd swarmed around it with bated breath. The
competition saw more than 19 teams from various
institutes wowing onlookers with their aptitude for
acting. Diverse innovative and hard-hitting themes
were enacted, ranging from women empowerment
to teenage pregnancy and others. Amity School of
Economics performed a play titled ‘Ladai
Pehchaan’ while ASCO performed a play on
teenage pregnancy and underage sex. Each team
had 10-15 minutes to perform their act. Other
colleges too delivered power packed and intense
performances amidst loud cheering.G T

Antaragni

Amity Youth Fest 2015 was a
three-day extravaganza that had
something for everyone; the
adventurer, the foodie, the
debater. Anwesha Sen
Majumdar, GT Network
captures the soul of the fest...

Top 3 highlights of the
‘Star Night’ on Day 3

Kunwar Veer Singh
Amity School of Communication

• Famous Bollywood singer and
music director Ankit Tiwari kept the
audience engaged by constantly inter-
acting with them.

• The fans were kept entertained as the
singer delivered chartbuster hits such as
‘Sun raha hai na tu’, and ‘Galliyan’.
• The best moment was when he asked
the audience to turn on the flashlight on
their phones and sing ‘Galliyan’ along
with him. G T

AYF is the festival of, for and by the youth. The
fashion show defines this spirit well.

AAkkaasshh  SSiinngghh,,  AAmmiittyy  IInnsstttt  ooff  FFoorreennssiicc  SScciieenncceess
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Pic: Ayaz Khan, ASCO

Pic: Vipul Shah, AIOAPic: Vanika Malhotra, ASCO

Pic: Pranav Chowdhary; ASCOPic: Varun Khanijo, ASCO

Pic: Sarthak Gaur, ALS, Centre II   
Pic: Mehran Singh Katoch, ASCO

Stall hopping has never been more fun.
From studying in Israel to experienc-

ing the Japanese calligraphy, from the Fer-
ris wheel to slurping free mojitos,
Amitians were spoilt for choice at the
three day Amity Youth Fest. The various
stalls put up on the playground kept stu-
dents busy all day. If they were lucky
enough, students were treated to free chai
and mojito drinks at the ‘Chai ho jaye’ fes-
tival. The girls could be spotted buying ex-
quisite Italian jewellery at one of the

Italian stalls.
If these were not enough to mesmerise fest
lovers, there were international stalls too
wherein countries like Israel, Syria, Japan
and Indonesia participated and showcased
the best they had to offer. If you saw stu-
dents carrying a bowl with bright orange
and white layers, you can be sure it was a
delicacy from Syria!
Ferris wheel and merry-go-round truly
added to the carnival feel of the fest.
Students literally got a feel of the wild
west while riding the mechanical rodeo
bull, which won many admirers within a
few minutes.  

Stall hopping

Stunning models sporting unconven-
tional costumes sashaying down the
runway to loud cheering; this was the
hotly anticipated AYF fashion show.
Nine teams from colleges such as
the Pearl Academy of Fashion,
FDDI, JD Institute of Fashion
Technology, GD Goenka Uni-
versity, Institute of Fine Arts,
Institute of Home Economics
rocked the show with oomph

and élan as participants walked the ramp. The theme
of the fashion show was ‘Ethnic elegance’ where
contestants presented  a blend of the best of the east
and west. The showstealers, however, were little
kids walking the ramp in  colourful dresses cre-
ated by the second year students of Amity School
of Fashion Technology. They captivated the at-
tention of the audience as they blew away kisses
on the ramp to the audience. The guests on the
occasion were renowned names from the fash-
ion industry. G  T

Cool clothes sashay         down the runway
Pic: Bhavini Shrivastavam, ASCO

Pic: Dipanwita 
Nath; AIB

Pic: Aachman S
ehgal, ASCO

Pic: Ridhima Bahl, ASE Pic: Arun Denduluri, ASE Pic: Deepali Sharma, ASE Pic: Ahvayita Noella Pillai, ASE
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While all the events at AYF were good, I enjoyed the
folk dance event at Rang Raise the most.
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Mosaic Senior

Anushka Barthwal, AIS Saket, X

Change. The everlasting circle of
life. Things, events and people
are constantly changing and

moving forward in everyone’s lives.
We change everything in just moments.
Even our perception of things that we
once loved changes after a while. But
the toughest change that I experienced
was the change within me. Just me.
I was an average teenager. And like
many teenagers, I always came across as
a shy person until I was almost 15. Then,

suddenly I was thrown into a different
world, the world of ‘growing up’. I made
new friends, interacted with new people
and participated in school events. I
slowly crept out of my cocoon and saw
life in a different light. 
Of course, being part of this unique
phase of growing up had its own ups and
downs. I made several new friends while
I lost old ones. I guess, this is a major
change that all of us experience. But
deep down, I was happy reflecting on the
changes in life. It helped me understand
and deal with the realities of life. A

reality which I think I was too naïve to
understand before. I forgot about those
who had supported me during my tough
times. We cling to such people during the
time of crisis, but forget them once we
tide over the crisis. Unfortunately, this is
an inevitable part of life.
I don’t regret anything. But I wish I was
a little less adamant and could thank
those people who had always been there
for me, for that is the essence of change;
some of us are able to come out without
any major scars but for most of us, some
experiences are forever etched in our
memories. But then, don’t be afraid of
the changes in life. It will always be for
the better and will bring hope for the fu-
ture. Growing up has its own fall outs
too. You lose many people. But you also
find many new genuine friends. Perhaps
those who understand you better. 
Change is something you have to recon-
cile with. No one can stop it from hap-
pening. And why to, after all it gives you
immense experience to learn. G  T

I always came across as a
shy person until I was 15.

Then, suddenly I was
thrown into a different
sphere of ‘growing up’.

The essence of change

Pakhi Tyagi, AIS Gur 46, XI D

Ingredients
For aloo masala
Oil ............................................2tbsp
Jeera powder..............................1 tsp
Dhania powder ..........................1 tsp
Amchoor powder ....................1/2 tsp
Black pepper powder ..............1/2 tsp
Boiled potato (1 inch cubes) .. 1/2 kg
Salt ........................according to taste

For the dough
Plain flour ................................1/2 kg
Oil ............................................3 tbsp
Water ........................................1 cup
Salt ........................according to taste

Method
� Knead the dough using the said

ingredients and keep the mixture

aside.
� Add oil into a wok. Add the pow-

dered spices and stir fry.
� Now, add the potatoes.
� Mash the potatoes after they are

cooked and let them cool.
� Make a dough ball- the size of an

orange and roll it into a circle of 8
inch diameter.

� Spread the mashed potatoes
forming a thin layer, leaving a half
inch border.

� Roll them over giving them a shape
like that of the spring rolls. Now
stick the ends using water.

� Cut these rolls into half inch thick
circles and press them between
your palms. 

� Fry in burning hot oil for 2 to 3
minutes on medium flame. Serve
hot with a dip.

Open up

Ritwik Kar, AIS Noida, IX D

Toiled and earned
respect all over the world.
Everyone visualises 
the eminence the sun possesses.
But to earn fame like the sun, 
you need to burn like one.
No different from nature itself
a part of which it is,
as selfless as none.
Still an enigma to many, asks nothing
but gives everything in return,
this is the selfless sun.
Shines in the day,
lends its light
at night to our natural satellite
to keep our planet bright.
The sun is what sustains 
every living creature on Earth.
Shining bright day after day, 
without a break,
this is the selfless sun.

POEMS

Farewell! Friends The ever smiling principal The beacon of Amity 

CAMERA CAPERS Send in your entries to 
cameracapers@theglobaltimes.in

Vikram Sethia, AIS Vas 6, XII D captures memories of the citation ceremony

AIS Vasundhara 6

Unjumble the given words using the
clues provided. Recognise the words
and spell them correctly.

1) Sorrow over the evils of the world.
Origin- German
SWTEMZHCREL

2) Original/Cutting edge/A group of
innovative artists. 
Origin- French
ANTAV-GREDA

3) A social blunder. 
Origin-  French
UAFX SAP

4) A lightning war. 
Origin- German
GELTRZIKBI

5) At first sight/clear and evident.
Origin- Latin
RIAMP AFCIE

Answers:1)Weltschmerz 2) Avant
Garde 3) Faux Pas 4) Blitzkrieg 
5) Prima Facie

Adil, AIS Pushp Vihar, IX D

Clouds have rolled across the sky now,
the sun nowhere to be seen.
Time just blurs about now,
tears mixing with the rain.

Seems like it’s going to be 
one of those days,
when nothing ever feels right.
Seems like it’s going to be one of those
days,

when you’re always in some plight.

It seems like you 
can’t get along anymore
and you just want to get away.
It seems like you 
can’t cope with it anymore
and you realise you really need a song.

So you put on some music
and listen to your heart’s content.
And just for a while,
you feel alive again.

Hey! It’s that song you all used to sing
together back then!
And you crack open a smile,
when you’re reminded 
of those happy days back then
when everything didn’t seem futile.

As you start to shrug it off a little,
you discover it’s useless to cry.
Cheering up a little,
you realise that 
sometimes one just needs to try.

The sky has become clear again now,
sunlight falling on the face.
Everything seems so clear and bright 
of the tears, 
there’s left no trace!G  T

Music on a
cloudy day

BBeeiinngg  nnoorrmmaall
iiss  bboorriinngg..  

WWaakkee  mmee  uupp
wwhheenn  II  aamm

ffaammoouuss..

Tee Quotes

Selfless
Sun

Aloo 
Rolls

T-shirts are like mobile billboards
that turn the street into world's

biggest art gallery! So go grab one
and flaunt some witty and 
head-turning one liners.
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The fest had all the elements of a mega spectacle.
It was an excellent blend of the east and the west,
offering something for everyone.
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Amity trio at Nairobi

Space art contest
AIS Vasundhara 6

In collaboration with Nehru Memorial Museum and Library, NehruPlanetarium organised its Annual Space Art Contest on February 9,
2015. The planetarium organises the art contest every year to generate

curiosity and awareness about the wonders of the space among students.
This year, the contest witnessed a participation of 280 students from 42
schools, who crafted a wonderful world of astronomy. Eight students from
AIS Vasundhara 6 participated in the contest. Anvita Goel, IV B and
Amogha G S, X C, were the winners in their respective categories and
their topics were ‘Night Sky’ and ‘The Galaxy and beyond’. Both the
winners were awarded a trophy and certificate by Dr N Rathnasree,
director, Nehru Planetarium. G  T Winners flaunt their trophies

AIS Mayur Vihar

The project made by Aakriti
Datta, Soofia Ahmed and Kriti
Garg of Class VIII, AIS Mayur

Vihar, got selected for the Golden Cli-
mate International Project Olympiad
(GCIEPO) to be held from April 29 to
May 2, 2015, at Nairobi (Kenya).The
GCIEPO, organised by Light Academy

Schools (Kenya), is an international en-
vironmental science-project competi-
tion aimed to unite people from
different countries, cultures, schools to
work towards learning and finding so-
lutions to global environmental issues
through basic science, engineering, and
management.  It is the biggest interna-
tional science competition in East and
Central Africa.

Team Amity passed the zonal and cen-
tral level to secure its place in the
Olympiad. Among the only two teams
that were selected from India, team
Amity is one. Their project titled ‘Sci-
entific Realization of Novecodiesel as
a Future Fuel’ is based on development
of a novel fuel as an alternative to
diesel, which will reduce pollution al-
most by 90% without demanding any
modification in the engine. 
The project also got selected among the
40 best projects out of 815 projects
from India, in the National Science
Congress-2014 held at Bengaluru (Kar-
nataka). It bagged the first position at
state level of National Science Con-
gress, held at Maharaja Agrasen
School, Pitampura, on November 29,
2014. The team was also shortlisted for
the Indian Science Congress inaugu-
rated by the Prime Minister of India,
held at Mumbai. Soofia Ahmed show-
cased the project with 30 other teams
from all over India. The team got the
chance to meet Kailash Satyarthi,
Nobel Prize Winner for Peace, during
the competition. G  T

AIS Vasundhara 6

Class X student of AIS Vas 6,
Asad Ejaz bagged the second
position in Shoobh Photography

Contest conducted by CBSE and
Shoobh Group Welfare Society. The
theme of the contest JOY (Joy of shoot-
ing), encouraged amateur photographers
to reflect on and exalt over their every-
day life, its many beauties and great di-
versity in the community and around the
world. Lakhs of students across India
shared their personal vision of life, joy

and laughter, through creative self-ex-
pression. A panel of judges comprising
OP Sharma, ace photographer of por-
traits; Goldy Malhotra, former principal,
Modern School Vasant Vihar and also an
accomplished painter and the organiser
Bharat Rachna, reviewed the entries.
Asad’s unique photograph of an inno-
cent child with a fan along with his sen-
sitive story in Hindi attracted the judges
and made him the unanimous winner of
this prestigious award. He received a
medal and a certificate for his striking
photograph. G  T

AIS Vasundhara 1

With an aim to augment planning, organisational and
leadership qualities of the students, AIS Vas 1 or-
ganised the winter carnival on February 7, 2015. The

event hosted at the school playground and auditorium was in-
augurated by school principal Valambal Balachandran. The
game stalls and joyrides witnessed a full house as thousands of
people enjoyed the exciting games and the thrilling rides. The
DJ session turned the ambience lively and made the students
dance enthusiastically to the pulsating music. Students also en-
joyed the lip smacking snacks like chaat, pizza etc. The talent
hunt, nail art, tattoos, pottery and tambola kept the crowd busy.
One of the main attractions of the event was the raffle draw that
gave away attractive prizes to be won by the crowd.
Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson, Amity Group of Schools
blessed the students and congratulated them for their active
participation in such an extravaganza.

AIS Gurgaon 46

Amity International School, Gurgaon 46 held its winter
carnival on January 31, 2015, in the school premises.
The carnival that had game stalls, food stalls and joy-

ful rides was inaugurated by school principal Arti Chopra.
During the fair, thousands of visitors were seen enjoying the
exciting games, thrilling rides (Columbus, giant wheel and
merry-go-round) and scrumptious food. Children accompa-
nied by their parents hovered around the stalls throughout the
day. The environment was enthusiastic with cheers and smiles
that could be seen everywhere when parents rocked the dance
floor. Alumni visited the school to refresh their connections
and memories. The lucky draw at the end of the carnival made
every heart hopeful for a bountiful grand finale. G  T

G  T

AIS Saket

Editor, Reader’s Digest, Aditya
Kumar and author of ‘Champs
of Devgarh’ visited AIS Saket

on January 29, 2015 where he shared
his journey from being a lawyer to a
journalist & writer. Aditya motivated
the students to follow their dream and
pursue their creativity as a profession.
He conducted a workshop  for the stu-
dents of Classes VIII to X where he

explained the students about the tech-
nicalities of writing short stories to big
literature. F
The workshop conducted with aa
question answer session where he re-
solved the queries of the students. The
workshop proved very beneficial for
the students as they thanked  the
school and expressed their gratitude to
Dr (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairper-
son, Amity Group of Schools &
RBEF, for the enriching exposure.

AIS Saket

Shobhit Ranjan, AIS Saket, X C  

As part of the ongoing Anubhav
Series where experts interact
with students to share their

experiences, Maroof Raza, renowned
media spokesperson, visited AIS Saket
on February 4, 2015. In his address, he
spoke about the features of India that
sets it apart from the rest of the world.
He appreciated Indian democracy and
freedom enjoyed by Indians. He also
stated that if India, like its neighbours,

was bound on the basis of religious and
language grounds, it would have fallen
apart. Speaking about how history has
shaped the current face of India, the
speaker said that the internal problems
in the country are a consequence of the
challenges faced in the past. He
presented a solution to the Kashmir
issue and added that if the leaders solve
the challenge well, it can be dealt with.
The lecture also threw light on the
current global issues. The session
concluded with a question-answer
round where the media personality
answered the students’queries. G  T

Winter carnival

Joy of shooting

Team Amity impressed the judges at a grand international
science olympiad and is all set for the next level in Nairobi

Asad’s prize winning photograph

Team Amity with mentors

Principal Arti Chopra felicitates the winner

AIS Vas 1 students at game stall 

Maroof Raza interacting with students

Engaging interaction

Writing workshop

A swarm of people, exciting games, thrilling rides, lip smacking
food and attractive prizes made the carnival a grand success
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Sneha Kalia, AIS Vas 6, XI D

Happiness is too diverse a feeling
to be described in words. For
some, happiness comes from

work and for others, it means doing ab-
solutely nothing and just relaxing. Some
are happy around people while some
find happiness in their own company.
The reason need not be grand every
time. The simplest of the things in life
can fill you with joy, making you want
to dance and sing. Sample this...

When you’ve discovered your ulti-
mate jam: This feeling is indescribable.
The excitement, that fleeting moment of
dancing to the tune of your jam cannot
be matched.

When you find out you have substitu-
tions the whole day: Imagine this:
You’re all set to start your day with a
boring Math class when suddenly, the
notorious kid in your class comes run-

ning to make everything better, “There’s
a substitution!” That is the moment
when your heart skips a beat!

When your mom cooks some-
thing amazingly delicious: Aloo
ke paranthe, spicy rajma rice-
nothing can beat the famous
‘maa ke haath ka khana!’ This
type of khana has some special
powers that can quickly
brighten up your gloomy day in
a few seconds and then you are
left wondering how you got that
wide smile on your face!

When you remember a happy
memory: You’re scrolling down

that boring timeline, when something
relatable catches your attention. This
leads to recalling some memory that has
a special place in your heart (every
memory does!) which leaves behind a
hint of smile on your face.

When you sleep: Do you love pillows?
Or do you hug them while sleeping? If
yes, sleeping makes you happy. This is
one feeling which can help you get rid
of blues at once.

When you find money in your old
jeans:You wear a pair of jeans that you
haven’t worn for ages and find a Rs 100
note in the pocket. Suddenly, the old
jeans become your favourite. Nothing in
this world can beat this happiness! G T

Variety

GT Travels to Sonamarg

Got some clicks with GTwhile on the go? Get them featured!
Send them to us at gttravels@theglobaltimes.in
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Everything about the fest was good, though I really
enjoyed the international food festival. The Star Night
was another highlight that attracted a massive crowd.
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Why the profession of an RJ?
I wanted to be a journalist or a reporter
as these professions interest me. Being
an RJ incorporates the qualities of not
just these two professions, but others too.
I developed an instant liking for RJing
and so took it up as my career.

What kind of training or qualifications
does one need to be an RJ?
There are certain professions that cannot
be taught to you until you have the
basic flair for them. Although there
are no special qualifications for being
an RJ, you need to have inherent qual-
ities such as smartness, spontaneity,

wittiness and the ability to ex-
press. Your educational back-

ground does not really make a
difference, though journalism or
any media course might help. 

Is the profession of an RJ as easy
as it sounds?
Not really. Every time I switch on
the mike and go on air, there are
millions of people listening to me.
Apart from that, I also have a moral
responsibility as a media person. I
am responsible for what people
think about me and also for my sta-
tion. I have to be very competitive.
RJs are always live and so there’s no

room for mistakes. An RJ always needs
to be aware of everything of everything. 

What are the challenges you face in

this profession?
People think that we talk a lot, which is not true. When
you listen to a radio station for an hour, it is
approximately 20 minutes of music, 20 minutes of
advertisements and only a few minutes of the RJ
talking. We have to stay constantly updated about
information, so that we can be witty, forthcoming and
express our views clearly. We have to be in a good

mood when we go on air because we have to speak to
so many listeners.

What is the best compliment you have ever received?
When you talk to so many people, who don’t know
you, it gets difficult to make them believe in you. The
best compliment was from a listener who called up and
said, “Aap jab baat karte ho, to bahot honest lagta hai.” 

How do you manage to be so energetic all the time?
If you believe in something, you automatically get the
energy to do it with all your heart. I love my job a lot
and that makes me ooze with energy all the time. It also
helps deal with pressure.

How is your radio programme formulated?
What I specifically do is a Bollywood show and so I
am called the ‘drama queen, Swati’. I talk about
movies and the latest Bollywood grapevine. I also call
out for public opinion, play contests, make people lis-
ten to dialogues and ask them to complete filmy dia-
logues wherein they express their own answers and
views. That’s how my show is formulated.

How does talking to Delhites through radio feel like?
It’s like talking to people who are going through the
same things in life as you are. I am able to connect with
all of you easily as a student, parent or a friend. Even
if I am in a bad mood or not feeling very well, after the
show, I end up feeling much better. All RJs feel very
happy after the show.

What is your message to Amity students?
Always listen to your parents. They are concerned
about your well being and will give you the best ad-
vice. Don’t get dejected easily and be good to every-
one. Always be courteous, especially children.G  T

Bajate Raho!
She is peppy, witty, fun and bubbling with energy. She gives us our daily dose of Bollywood gossip,
that we love discussing with friends. She is none other than our very own ‘drama queen’ RJ Swati
from 93.5 RED FM. Gurashima Kaur, AIS Noida, Class V K, brings you a candid conversation with
the girl from South Delhi who imbues life into the slogan ‘Bajate Raho’

Because I am happy 

Aarish Deb, III M and Aakshi Deb, I C, AIS Noida pose at Amarnath Base
Camp at Baltal, Sonamarg. Sonamarg, which means 'meadow of gold' has
as its backdrop, snowy mountains against a cerulean sky. It is a popular
camping site for Amarnath pilgrims on the foothills of Zojila Pass. Baltal
Valley is a famous tourist destination which provides a breathtaking view
of the striking landscape of Jammu and Kashmir. The camp offers various
exciting adventures such as trekking, trout fishing, skiing etc. 

Happiness need not always
be grand. Sometimes
simple things in life
delight you. So keep 
your heart open to the 
little joys of life!

Illustration: Deepak Sharma,
GT Network

GT Reporter with  RJ Swati, Red FM
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